Yamaha WaveRunner FX SHO 1800 Jet Ski
Make:

Yamaha WaveRunner

Hull Material:

Fiberglass

Model:

FX SHO 1800 Jet Ski

Draft:

0.3 m

Length:

3.56 m

Number of Engines: 1

Price:

$ 10,250

Fuel Type:

Year:

2013

Gas/Petrol

Condition: Used

Description
Sleek, agile and strong, the Yamaha FX SHO is a fast machine that is eager to swim through
the waves every time you fire up its engine. The FX SHO that is the smoothest and strongest
3 seat touring model built by Yamaha, so you can expect to first class ergonomics and
performances. Power comes from a DOHC super charged 1,812cc engine with Electronic
Fuel Injection. The ski jet also comes with Yamaha’s Electronic Throttle Control system that
offers a wide range of modes especially designed to make your journey more pleasurable. As
far as practicality is concerned, the Yamaha FX SHO features a unique tilt-adjustable
steering, a comfortable two-piece seat, a large stern platform and twin handles. There are
also more storage places then ever and the company says that the new model offers 40%
more capacity than the previous ones.

Bring a smile to your face by riding this machine in an aggressive, wave-conquering style –or
explore its more relaxing personality, when its the smoothest, most powerful 3-seat touring
machine we’ve ever made, ready to take you on great adventures in ultimate luxury and
comfort. The Supercharged 1812cc engine and long, lightweight NanoXcel® hull and deck
are the perfect double act – impressive power coupled with stable, agile handling and a
super-comfortable ride. Cutting-edge technology and innovation look after you along the way
too, with electronic throttle control, Cruise-Assist, Neutral selector and remote-control
security.
The Yamaha WaveRunner is renowned for supreme performance, agility and comfort – and
its ability to take you on exciting adventures in wonderful places. Thanks also to Yamaha’s
commitment to developing the most efficient 4-stroke technology, no other watercraft can
run even close to a WaveRunner. From the unique, lightweight NanoXcel® hull technology to
the Supercharged High Output 4-stroke 1812cc engine, Yamaha engineering is at the
forefront of innovation.

Measurements
Cruising Speed: 25 kn
Max Speed:

50 kn

Range:

100 nmi

LOA:

3.56 m

Beam:

1.23 m

Max Draft:

0.3 m

Number of Heads: 0

Propulsion
Engine #1
Engine Make:

Yamaha

Engine Year: 2013

Engine Model:

High Output
1812cc

Power:

250 hp

Primary Engines: Inboard
Drive Type:

Jet Drive

Location:

Center

Features
Additional Equipment
• Road Trailer
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